C vR z
Resin Infill System

CovRez® is a range of two component specialist polyurethane resins used in a variety of
industries that demand a very hard and resilient final compound.
The cured compound forms a protection against impact and environmental hazards and
is widely used to support post-formed coving sections, for example in the production of
medical laboratory work surfaces where the resin forms an integral part of the upstand to
resist impact damage which in turn limits microbial growth.

Features

ü Potting Compound
ü Self levelling
ü Non foaming

ü Fast setting
ü Machinable
ü Pourable

ü Shore D of 80
ü Resilient
ü Gap filling

The non-foaming liquid is self-levelling and fast setting to form a tough encapsulating resin
that can fill even the smallest void and cures to a solid compound (Shore D of 80).
Designed for potting and encapsulation applications, CovRez® is the ideal solution for
supporting integral post-formed coving sections in a simple and timely manner and
eliminates the need for timber-based profile sections.

Uses Include

ü Post-formed upstands
ü Healthcare furniture

ü Laboratory furniture
ü Vanity units

Strength · Reliability · Innovation
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Application

Application of CovRez® is simple, as the pourable resin can be manually applied via a twin
cartridge or automatically metered through a gear pump dispensing unit that is available from
Chemique Adhesives.
The resin is available in two different cure times, the fastest being 75 seconds and this rapid
setting saves both time and labour during the application process.
CovRez® is also available as a two component resin that can be manually mixed at a 2:1 ratio
by volume. With a cure time of 3-5 minutes, this method of application saves both labour and
assembly time.

TOTAL SERVICE PACKAGE
Our commitment to providing outstanding service means that all of our customers
receive our unique service and support package. For over three decades we have
provided Chemique’s Total Service Package and this ensures that you receive the
right product, the right application and the right service.

Our Total Service Package* includes:

ü Tailor-Made Adhesive and Sealant Solutions
ü Rigorous Quality Control
ü Technical Support

ü Product Samples
ü Full Range of Accessories
ü After Sales Support

*Note: Charges may apply. Please contact Chemique for further details
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